
THE COLD WAR BETWEEN THE USSR AND US

During World War II, the United States and the Soviet Union fought together as allies against the Axis powers.
Americans had long been wary of Soviet communism and concerned about Russian leader Joseph Stalinâ€™s
tyrannical, blood-thirsty rule of his own country. By the time World.

Allied troops in Vladivostok , August , during the Allied intervention in the Russian Civil War While most
historians trace the origins of the Cold War to the period immediately following World War II, others argue
that it began with the October Revolution in Russia in when the Bolsheviks took power. Top Questions What
was the Cold War? Soon such governments, aided by the Soviet Red Army came to power all across eastern
Europe. More than people lost their jobs. In this period the Soviets unsuccessfully blockaded the Western-held
sectors of West Berlin â€”49 ; the United States and its European allies formed the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization NATO , a unified military command to resist the Soviet presence in Europe ; the Soviets
exploded their first atomic warhead , thus ending the American monopoly on the atomic bomb; the Chinese
communists came to power in mainland China ; and the Soviet-supported communist government of North
Korea invaded U. The new president, Gerald R. While political and economic means were preferred, military
strength was also needed to foster the political and economic stability of threatened countries. The Soviets had
the home-field advantage, and an American defeat would have been a serious strategic defeat not only in
Europe but around the world. The confrontation that followed, known as the Cuban missile crisis , brought the
two superpowers to the brink of war before an agreement was reached to withdraw the missiles. The foreign
policy of the Carter administration failed not for lack of good intentions but for lack of realism about the
nature of traditional versus revolutionary autocracies and the relation of each to the American national interest.
One postwar pattern quickly became clear. The conflict showed that both superpowers were wary of using
their nuclear weapons against each other for fear of mutual atomic annihilation. The Truman Doctrine , as it
was called, was the first salvo in a decades-long containment policy in which the U. NSC presented Truman
with a comprehensive plan of action to meet the Soviet challenge. He urged Americans to critically reexamine
Cold War stereotypes and myths and called for a strategy of peace that would make the world safe for
diversity. Gorbachev withdrew Soviet forces from Afghanistan. Berlin was a part of communist East
Germany. Carter made the mistake of admitting publicly that he felt the same helplessness that a powerful
person feels when his child is kidnapped. It never happened. There was a tepid response from the
congressional group. More information The Cuban Missile Crisis In the summer of , Khrushchev reached a
secret agreement with the Cuban government to supply nuclear missiles capable of protecting the island
against another US-sponsored invasion. But these particular ships were part of a larger military endeavor that
would bring the two powers to the most frightening standoff of the Cold War. This hostility between the two
superpowers was first given its name by George Orwell in an article published in  There was no way, he told
them, that an operation would succeed with so few troops. The Cold War and the nuclear arms race with the
Soviet Union were vital international issues throughout his political career. His proportional response strategy
that would come into play in Vietnam in the Johnson Administration three years later was born in the reality
of the dangers that came out of the Cuban crisis. In June nineteen forty-eight, Soviet-led forces blocked all
roads and railways leading to the western part of Berlin. NSC 68 added an international dimension to the
concept of peace through political, economic, and military strength. He also demanded the removal of the
missiles and the destruction of the sites. The picture left is one of those taken from the spy plane and clearly
shows missile transporter trailers and tents where fuelling and maintenance took place.


